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1. Introduction 

It is known that Lotka-Volterra systems (LVS) of Ordinary first-order 
Differential Equations (ODE) are applied to describe some kinds of nonlin
ear interactions in various branches of science. Historically, LVS appeared 
to model interactions between interconnective biological species [l. 2], and 
to study kinetics of chemical reactions [2]. Later, LVS have aroused consid
erable interest due to problems of the mode coupling of waves in physics of 
lasers [3]. Interest in LVS was revived by the paper [4]. It was established 
there that the fine structure of spectra of Langmuir waves in plasma is 
described through a special VS with all the coefficients being equal to ±1. 
The next step was ma.de by L.Brenig. He proved [5] that a large set of 
ODE's (the so-called generalized LVE) implied in various fields of physics, 
biology, chemistry, and economics, can be reduced to LVE by qua.simono
mial transformations of the variables. Korzukhin,-as has been reported in 
the book by Ebeling [6], proved the following theorem: 
if 

dC;/dT = F;(C1,C2,---,C1), i = 1,2, ... ,f, 

where C; is the concentration of the i-th reagent and F; is an arbitrary 
polynomiaLof non-negative integer power, 
it is possible to build at least one asymptotically equivalent chemical re~ 
acting system. 
Thus, due to this fact, arbitrary nonlinearities are permissible within the 
chemical kinetics. 

The formal reacting system by Lotka [2] is written as a syst.em of chem
ical arrow equations 

A+X1 k1 2X1, --+ 

X1 +X2 
k2 2X2, --+ 

X2 
k3 F --+ 

and is described through Lotka's system of ODE 

lr = A.Xi - AX1X2, 
.Y2 = X1X2 - X2. 

( 1) 

(2) 

where X1 = C1k2/ l.~3, X2 = C2k2/ k3, A = k1 CA/ k1, T = k1t. It must be 
remarked that this form of equations can be written under the assumption 
CA ( a concentration of A) = const. 
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Now \Ve consider the three-component system of OD~ 

:i:1 

x2 

X3 

n:r1X3 - ')'X1.1:2, 

Jh2a:3 + -yx1:r2, 

-ax1:1.:3 -, /3;-cz:1.:3: 

(3) 

The system (3) is a special form of VS, which w~s introduced in ouF pa
pers [7, 8]. Solutions and a detail .investigations of (:3) are 'gi,ren in' o'ur 
papers [8, 9, 10]. The peculiarity of (3) is the skew-syrnmetric matrix of 
coefficierits. As a result, diagonal ,terms a.re eqi1al to zero and 'that is why 
terms proportional t~ X;X; are absent. Besides, there are no linear forms 
in th·e systen; (3 ). It ~1e;.i1s, frnm 'the chemical or formal kiiielics 1foint' of 
view, that the left-hand side of app~:opriate arr6,v eqi.1J.t.ions ca.t~not con
tain terms like 2X, where X'labels an arl;itrary che'.mical substance; For 
example, th~ r~~.ction 2S ----+ T ·+· ... ·stipulate~ in tl-ic ·correspon'ding' differ
ential equation a term proportional to CJ, where S and T are substa1~ces 
and Cs is a. concentration of Sin the common chemical notation. 

Let us notice, that VS is.a subcase of eq~rntions LVS [1] 

a:; = x;y;, i=l, ... ,N; wherey=Aa:+b (4) 

if there exist such /J; f 0, that {J;a;j =; -,l3jaji, but_ system (:3) is its subcase 
(/3; = 1, i = 1, ... , N; b = 0). Moreover, in turn, system (3) is the general 
ca'se of VS with antisymmetric interaction matrix (see [9, 10]) .. 

We a.tt.empt to find some example of a chemical system that is described 

with in those differential equations. 

2. Conversion of formal kinetic 

The formal kinetics point of i.iew is that an actual chemical process 1) 

is described by a set of chemical equation formulae approximately which 
in its turn that 2) prod{1ces a set of ordii'iary differential equations. After 
solving these equations one can study some of. their ,properties and of real 

chemical reaction, if he is lucky. . 
The reverse way to deal with this problem is to obtain a set of chemical 

equation formulae for a' gi;en set of differential equations, so that the 
kinetic propeaies of a real chemical process are described in terms of the 
properties of solutions of those differential equations. 
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One can sa/ it' is not important, if there a.re no chemin1l equ,1tion 
_exactly for these differential equations because real chemical phe11omc1rn 
are described by the known formalism of chemical" equations only approx
imately. But from a theoretical point 'of view it is Ycry important to k11ow 
that no finite set of chemical equations will be sufficient what e\"er de
.tailed the description of t4e processes treat may not be (but in the sa.1:ne 
formalism). . . . . · · 

We cannot.give a regular rule how to get a chemical equation from the 
differential ,one. But if we can enumerate all sets of chemic a I cqnatimis in . . . \ . . . . . 

some formal language (maybe some of the mentioned sets' of equations can 
be found m~aningless but later on this will n6t. lead to con~eqnences ). we 
hope ,that it wHi"be,founci in the course of em1~eration if a suitable answer 
exists. ( using the .direct kinetics ~01:respondence rule to verify it.). · So, one 
rreeds now only to fonnulate the exact definition of this enumfTable formal 
class. · · · · · : ' · . · , 

3. Class definition· 

Let us consider the class K of dynamical systems 

D = (Av, Pv, Qv), ,I 

where Av'= {A1 , A2 , ... } is an alphabet, that is, the finite list of "'chemical 
·substances'·'. 'and variables of the same na:mes, :: ·,. . . 

Pv = {P1 , P 2 , ... } is the finite list of schep1es of ''cl~emical re~ctions'' of 
the form · · · 

Pi : ai1A1 + ai2A2 +:·· ~.,Bi1~1.+ ~;2A2 ,+ ... , ( ;j) 

where all O'.ij, {3;j, k; a.re diff errent symbols. . 
Qv ~ {Q1 ,,Q2 , ••. } is the list' of ODE in the onelto~one correspondence 

to each variable of the alpl~abet Av of tl~?fo1:m .. '. - ' . 

Qj : dAj/clt = LP;EPD ki{/3ji - Oji) TTAi;EAo A~ki. (G) 

, Any set of "formal chemical equations'' ma.y he found, ps a. niember 
of that class and .vice versa:. some set of differential eq1\ations ma\' he 

· found there. :-The. equations a.re con~ider~d equal. t~ ~a.ch otlwr if ·they 
are identical after substitution of som.e m~mbers or· expres~ions instead ,of 
symbols O'.ij, /3ii, I.:;. 
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Now one can formulate any prohkms, concerning tlw existence. (or 

nonexistence) of some schemes. so that the predefined ODE satisf/tl\em 

or may be conYerted into those. 

l 
4. The prob,ein 

The problem is the existence of a system D in the class [{. ~uch that 

its component Q D has the form • 

•.r = • 11n.r.::: -:-:-;:p:y,.,, 
!i, 1= /3y.::: + ~np<. '. i' ,' (7) 

~ . \ '- , : . 

!: ::;=: ~n.:::.r-:--; PF.!!· 
ii';·.\•; 

5., Solution 

In,gencral, the problem stated may be un;·csoh·ed or rcsolnXin 1iegal iYe 
sens~. D1;t this pr~blJ1~1 h~S a simple solu'tioi1 .. · '' . ,,,:,' '+h 

. r +!I . 
:.,y+ .::;, 

.::; + :r 

where /.:1 = 1', l.:2 = -/J. l.·:3 = n . 

/,·, -/,·, 
-.:.... 

1,-, 
-::.... 

2y. 

2.:::. 

2,r, 

l:, . ~··· ~·:·r.)·: '' ;.,. ,/?' . .'' ': ·,'::_''. '~~.· '\;"·'\ 

6. Growth a11a·· disinfegration 
i\.l 

The well - known case is· \ 

J\n ~{:i'}, 
l , /,• 

Pv = {Px: n.r--+'/h],. 
qi)== {Qx: i -~ l.·(!-J·-

1

0).r"}. 
·•, I, f' ' 

(8) 
' -~ 

(9) 

If k(/3 - n) > 0 i,t corresponds to growth; ot.lwn,:is<\ to disintegration.· 

A more gei1c1·al(Jqlialion. 

:i: = .f(y), with ,being of nl11tin11ous f(y) =f 0 ( 10) 

is of the same kind due lo the com·f'rsion, 

., , ,, · .I"~ cf -fHA:_ · ~ncllii:_ ol'= 1'. 
l ; ., 7 ~~ 

( 11) 
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Let us treat the rnse 

An= {;r}. 

Po',' { 

k1 · P1 : o 1.r---, ;11.r 

~ ( J J' ' ••• i-,: ', 
P11 : o,,.l" ---, dn.r l ( 12) 

;(; Qn = {Qx: :r = I:~1 k;(11;-:-: o;):r''•} 

for some simultaneous processes of growth and disintegr<ltfo11. 
The system (12) may ha.\'e ::;ome cl"itical points (where the right part 

of ODE equals to 0), i.e. stable, equilibrium points of the· kind of a focus. 
No other kind of critical points exists'in one-dimensional ras<'. 

Any equation of the type 
'fi/\J,, ;~, ;·~ !i ~ f(y ). . .. 

whose fo~ite set ~f crit.ical point; (where:' f(y) ~'O) efi'uals a set of ze1w·s 
' 

1
' • ' ~ •• ~. - • : 1 f '·} 1 

• ' 1 ; 

'\"'n_ '··(1•:>. - o--)-,·"• - 0 L...-1=1 n.., ,, . 1 .i\ ' - ' 

i;' of the same kind as (12) clne'to the conversion ~atisfying the equation 

rl.r _ dy r::~
1 

k;(/~i-:>:;lr"• - 7(0 • 

; i, ,7 ·, 9,~sr ~~ /'Y9,: ~~b.~t?11ces 
•" ~ - e ::::_••: ,i>,., •• .. •• ., ' ,_,,,, ]'> f ;/\•ff,•)! f, 

Let us treat the case 

AD= {:r,y}, 
. . , k 

PD= {P: OiX +,0211 - /31:1· + /Jzy}, 
Q - ', .x•,•<•-h ,.11-u,1 __ :· .• ' 

{ 
Q .,;._··,.(p ~ )·l'."1yn2 } 

· D - Qy : !i = k(.B2 - 02 );ra1 y'' 2 • 

i·•1\, I 

It is easily seen that the integral curves of ~j10se ,OD Ea.re 

·y _ fh-cx2 ,,. +· C' "· :- /3--,-,.,,: ' 
1-(t1 

where C is an arbitrary constanL· , ,;. 

( 1:3) 

,_ The set 6Ccritica.l_ points of O_DE include the union of coordinate axes 
(x = 0 or y = 0). 
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8. Linear .ODE's 

Let us consider such a subclass of the class of dynamical syste~ns, whi~h 
has a;j'in (5) all equal to O or: 1 only but only one coefficient a;i equal to 
1 for ea.ch equation Pi. . · 

• It is well known case of linear OD E's. All sets of critical p.9ints in that 
case are linear subspaces; 

9. Quadratic ODE's 

Let us consider such a subclass of the class of dynamical systems, which 
has CYij in (5) all equal to O or 1 only but no more than two coefficients CYij 

equal to 1 for ea.ch equatioµ Pi, . _ , . . 
. : It, is. the case of. Lotk~c Volte_rra systems (LVS). The reason. for s11clta 

consti-ain -is that known correct kinetic processes have chemical eqi.1a:tions, 
which may contain one, two or tlir~e s~bstances in th~i~- left~l;~;1d side. In 
other cases those equations must be detailed with the a.id of inte~mediate 
s~bsta.nces. . 

r; 

! ~J. ' 

10. ,Qualit~ti;~ kinetical consider~tion. · 
Examples 

.' As is known, formal reactions a.re usually.written in-theform 

C ' kti , -

pi ; CY;1A1 + CY;2A2 + ... == ,8;1A1 +,8;2A2 + ... ,. ; , . , 
k2i 

(14) 

\vhere both the arrows have their k1 , k2 > 0. It is a restriction ·on the origi
i{~l class of dynamical systems and the problem defined may be unsolvable. 

Iii'aformalkinetical context this is meant that reactions a.re interpreted 
.· as reversible quasistationary one~: Really, at each given, instant both the 
1

diiect and revers·e reacti~ns occur.··Thisdifference betweenrea.ctions·men
tioried above leads to a certairi'direction of the course of reactit.h·i.mtil the 
point of equilibrium is reached.' Let us 1 suggest existence of some corre
spondence between equations (S)and certain real' chemical'reactions. In 
that case we can say, that' those reactions can be described! only in .the 
limi't. of k2;-+0 (see eq. · (14)). In other words, they must be asymptotically 
non-reversible. ·; 
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In the case of quark. physics the above scheme of reasoning may be 
applied too. Let us now consider a "quark" gase composed of three sub" 
sy~t~ms·with equal numbers of quarks coloured in; say, bhie (b), green (g) 
and yellow (y )' colours, which is confined within a closed bag. At equal pro
portions of colours the system as a whole we shall assume to be colourless. 
Let us call;'collisions of quarks of the same colour elastic collisions,, and 
collisions of quarks of different colours-inelastic. Further, let us define.the 
following rule of colours transfer: _a blue quark changes its colour to green 
after a collision with a green one, a green quark--::to yellow after a collision 
with a yellow one_, arid a y~llo,v quark be~cm;~s lJlue after a collision with 

a blue one, i.e. 

b + g --+ g + g, g + y ..:-+ y + y, y,+ b -t b + b. ( 1.5) 

Given this rule of colour. transmission, when thei·e are three qu,1rks only 
in th;bag ~ny random choice oflhe first collisior{ to take plac<' ine\~it.,1hly 
leads.to a citisal chain of the processes (16); resulting in the coloured final 
state.Indeed, · · · · 

b + g _; g + g·, g + y --+ y + y, g + y --+ y + y, ( 16) ., 

which corresponds to the following chain of changes of internal states inside 
the bag: bgy --+ ,ggy --+ gyy .:...+_ yyy. Thus, the last quark to enter "the 
game" is' the one. to '"~vin" ,· beca11se: bis 1antagon1st is lost in the ''first 

combat". 
When in our "hadron" the number of quarks of each colour is "very 

large" ( that correspond to the' current quarks representation int he quark 
theory) and all three inelastic ,reactions run with the same inteusit.y, 
then the object can be regarded as colourless dming periods of time that 
are greater than the mean ti.me of collision. Suppose now, that the ob
ject is absolutely stable, so that we can'tfixr the· fluct,uations of its colour 
by means of 1measuring randon1 paipting of its decay _pr9ducts statistics. 
Then: we can,, on the' same basis, constru~t a model with~ut any dastic or 
inelastic collisions within the bag., In other words ,if the .reactions ,~ithin a 
compound 'system fonn,a do~ed cycle, then statisti~~l ~~1uilib~·ium ca1mot 
·be distinguished from the absence icly1Ja111i~~l i;i~i~rosco1)ic interacti~ns. 

The most part of,the solutions of eqs (~) ;describes the i~at.isti~al em1i
librium;in a system'ofthree isolated phases:,That is why w~ cannot ta\e 

;initial conditions with one of the phases abs~1;1ti11 or~lcr_ to adiieve 'an;, ~(1Pi
librium" solution, and the system, in. "quark" tern1s, inevitably <\Cqttir+s 
one of the two remaining colours. · · ·' ' 

8 

It should be l)ointcd out, that the aperiodic solutio11_s,of/_hP systcp1_ (3) 
posesses, by the following remarkable property. Na.n~C:lS•. "this iSthfi drift 

· of representative point on. the phase triangle into any of its corners. where 
in the very vertex any two of three phase~ di~appear. (t.lrnt ,correspond 
to colouring of the object in consideration). This state· ~cct;i·s i{1 infinite 
period o( time.· · .,.,, : · 

In the physics of real quarks such a situation is impossible cltw to an 
additional condition: the ex~hision principle for fe/1\1ions which prohibits 
the presence of two quarks with the same colour ( and the s'airie 'ot he1: 
quantum numbers) within,a common well(?- giyen hadr.?n), i.e. in the field 

'of ac;tion of their generalized mean potential. Moreover.the essential point 
in our context is that the quark-gluon quantum fielcl theory' forbids the 
:qu·ark~qu'a:rk intei-'actioris at 'sinall distances in general. which is called the 
asymptotical tiltravioletfreedom of quai-k. 

} ; ~ 

11. Conclusion 
'' ,lil.l 

~· 11 ' • 

!'l ,;}!' ... , ,'f !, .. ,,, t•"''. 

It is.shown in this paper that the Lotka~ Volterra-kind,s,;~t:~~11, of ODE 
, ~ . " '' . 

stipulates a formal chemical-kinetics system written dmrn in a usual for-
malis~1.~f an;m,; equa.t.ions. i On a.n ~ss11niJ)ti<'>i1 of cxist<>11re of some cor
·respo1~d~n~e betwee~~ ~quations '(S),a11d certai1~·real·cliemiral n.•actions we 
cans~,;; that those l:~a.ctions can he ci'cscril)ed bnly in u;e liniiVof'k2;-t0 (see 
eq. (14)) and, in oth~r

1 
words, they must be asymptot.irally)1011-re~•ersihle. 

\Ve discuss a possible interpretation oft.he mathemalical 6bject (:3) as a 
'(multi)quark colourless one co1~~1sting ~f thre~ 1~a1nt'~d int.er<1d.ing species 
of quarks. The system {3)' i1as a. ~p~cia1 fo~:m ~f VS, \vhicliwa;f introdu,ed 
in our papers [7, S]. The peculiarity of (:3) is thlske,,;~symn;~tri~ 

1
rirntrix of 

coefficients. Solutions and ,detailed investigations of ( ~) ar~ gi,:~n in papers 
[S, 9, 10]. But nbw we.realize that a cla_ssification ofsolntioris eq. (:3) must 

,. • , • l)l,,',·,·, '_,, ,,,, 

be clone as,p, whole; It:,vill be given in the nex\ paper. 
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.[(y6oBttK B.M., fMLneptttt A.f., P11xBttL{Kllii B.C. 
CooTBeTCTBlle MelKJly XIIMll'!eCKIIMII CXeMaMII 
II /llfHaMH'!eCKIIMlf CHCTeMaMII JloTKa-BOJJLTeppa 

fIOKaJIDIO, '!TO CIICTeMa O.[(Y Tllna JloTKa-BOJJLTeppa 

x=axz-yxy, y=Pyz+yyx, z=-azx-Pzy 

E4-97-417 

(1) 

o6yCJJaBJJHBaeT HeK0T0pYJO cfiopMMbHO-KHHeTtt'!eCKYIO ClfCTeMY B ¢opMMlf3Me CTpeJI0'IHLIX yprumeHHii, 
HMelOll(YJO Blf/l 

kl k2 k3 
x + y- 2y, y + z~ 2z, z +x- 2x, (2) 

file k1 = y, k2 = -P, k3 = a. flapa HJ c11cTeMh1 O.[(Y H cttcTeMhI cTpeJI0'!HhIX ypaimeHttii npttH3,Wle)[(ttT 

BBe/leHH0MY B pa6ore KJJaccy /llfHaMH'leCKHX CHCTeM, onpe/leJilleMLIX aricfiaBHTOM nepeMeHHblX COCT0llHlfll 
If JaK0HaMH /lBlf)[(eHHll, JanHCID!HL[Mlf B ¢opMMH3Max KaK CTpeJI0'IHLIX (AE), TaK If lltt¢¢epeHL{HMLHblX 
(ODE) ypaBHeHHH B BIi/le C00TBeTCTBYIOIUHX CUHCK0B. O6cyll(JlaeTCll B0JM0)[(H0CTL IIHTepnpeTlll{lflf 
MaTeMaTH'!eCK0ro o6beKTa (I) KaK «MH0mKBapK0B0ro» 6eJioro (6ecL{BeTHOfO), C0CT0ll1I1ero HJ -rpex 
copTOB 0Kpall!eHHLIX BJattMO/leHCTBYIOll1HX KBapK0B, nptt'!eM TaKHM o6pa:ioM, '!TO HX nepMID!eHTHoe 
TpexqaCTH'IH0e BJaHMO/leHCTBHe He pacna.uaeTCll Ha /lByxqaCTH'IHLle B ClfJIY aHTHCHMMeTpH'IH0CTII 
MaTpHUbl BJaHMO/leHCTBlfll. 

Pa6orn BLIU0JJHeHa B Jia6opaTOpHH BblC0KHX 3Heprnii, B Jia6opaTOpHH reopeTll'leCKOH cfittJHKH 
IIM.H.HJ,oroJ1106oaa. B Jla6oparnptttt Bbl'IHCJIHTeJILHOii TeXHIIKlf If aBTOMaTHJlll{lflf 0115111. 

Coo6meHtte O6be11ttHeHHOro HHCTH1)"ra ll/lepHLIX HCCJJe/lOBID!HH. ,[(y6Ha, 1997 

Dubovik V.M .. Galperin A.G .. Richvitsky V.S. 
The Correspondence between Chemical Schemes 
and Dynamical Lotka-Volterra Systems 

It is shown that the Lotka-Volterra-kind system of ODE 

x=axz-yx_v, y=P.vz+yyx, z=-a,,r-Pzy 
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(I) 

stipulates a fonnal chemical-kinetics system written down in a usual formalism of arrow equations as 
k k k 

x+y~2y, y+z~2z, z+x~2x. (2) 

where k1 = y, k2 = -P, k_1 = a. A couple of systems of ODE's and arrow equations belong to the class K 
of dynamical systems D = (An, Pn, Qn) introduced in the present paper, i.e. dynamical systems that are 

defined through their variables of state (so-called alphabet An) and laws of motion written down both 

in the arrow equation (AE) formalism (a list of AE Pv), and the ODE one (a list of corresponding ODE's 

Q1/ The problem is the existence ot: such a system D in the class K that its components QJJ could be 

written down as AE's. The correspondence between equations (I) and (2) give a simple solution of the 
problem. We discuss a possible interpretation of the mathematical object (I) as a (multi) quark colourless 
one consisting of three painted in1eracting species of quarks. 

The inves1iga1ion has been perfonned at the Laboratory of High Energies, at the Bogoliubov 
Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, at the Laboratory of Computing Techniques and Automation, JINR. 
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